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Many art enthusiasts know abstract artist Dedy Sufriadi through his text-based 
and naïve figuration artworks, and in addition, perhaps through his works pushing 
the envelope of textures in painting. Dedy’s Tabula Rasa series is relatively new, 
first exhibited during his solo of the same name in 2018, part of a 6-solo-in-1 
exhibition project called Peaceful Seeker 2.

The term Tabula Rasa, a Latin phrase often translated as “clean/blank slate”, is 
a philosophical concept popularized by seventeenth century English philosopher 
John Locke, but whose origins can be traced back to the 4th century BC ancient 
Greek philosopher Aristotle. It more or less states that human beings are born with 
a “blank mind”, and gain knowledge throughout their lifetime through experience 
alone, without any pre-existing knowledge imprinted as a starting point.

Within the context of Dedy Sufriadi’s body of work in this series, Tabula Rasa refers 
to the artist’s approach in creating these works, literally starting from a blank 
canvas, without any pre-conceived construct or idea, and allowing his intuition 
to guide him in the application of paint, sometimes removal, and reapplication of 
new layers; this process is repeated until such a point Dedy decides that the work 
is complete.

In the creative arts, this process is not novel, nor new. However, the approach 
does bring with it some innate difficulties. In 1996, British-Australian musicologist 
Richard Toop began his essay, “The Aesthetics of a tabula rasa: Western Art 
Music’s Avant-garde from 1949 – 1953”, with the following statement:

In art, the notion of a tabula rasa is, self-evidently, problematic. If the 
tablet is erased, if the slate is wiped clean, if everything is swept from 
the artistic table, then so too, by inference, is aesthetics itself. 

Literature and aesthetics : the journal of the Sydney Society of Literature and Aesthetics (SSLA) – Vol. 6 (1996)

The implication in visual art is that a painting that emerges through this process 
could be nothing more than simply paint splatters, scrapes, and more paint, 
without rhyme or reason, flavored perhaps by whatever mood the artist might be 
in at the time. But unlike the philosophical construct of tabula rasa, and while 
Dedy may approach the blank canvas with a clear mind, he does not approach it 
completely empty headed – Dedy brings to the blank canvas something unique – 
his experience and expertise gained over the two decades his career as an artist 
has spanned to date.

Independent curator Dedi Yuniarto, in his essay written for Dedy Sufriadi’s first 
Tabula Rasa solo in 2018, acknowledges this while echoing the same “concern” 
expressed by Toop:

Kanvas kosong dihadapi nyaris dengan kepala kosong, tentu bukan 
berarti tanpa melewati proses seluk-beluk dan pengalaman. Dedy 
Sufriadi memulai karier kesenimanannya sejak tahun 2000. Maka 
selama perjalanan karier profesionalnya itu, ia telah melahirkan 
ratusan karya lukis dengan berbagai ukuran dan media.

Approaching the blank canvas with almost an empty mind certainly doesn’t 
mean the artist is without experience and expertise. Dedy Sufriadi began his 
artistic career in year 2000. During the course of his professional career, he 
has produced hundreds of works in various media and sizes. 

In the last decade or so, Dedy Sufriadi has been progressively moving away from 
the rigidity of formalism and logic in his art, instead allowing his own intuitive 
strength to guide his creative endeavors. This process has given rise to several of 
the visual style sets the artist continues to produce. 

It is not uncommon for artists less experienced to continue working on their 
pure abstract works, unable to pinpoint when or where to settle on a state of 
completion. Not so with Dedy Sufriadi, who seems to always know where the 
finish line lies.

The Tabula Rasa series epitomizes how Dedy balances his free-roaming intuition 
with the compositional skills, experience, and knowledge he has gained during his 
two-decade long career as a visual artist.  The disarming visual simplicity at first 
glance draws the audience in, but within these seemingly minimalist compositions 
is an innate complexity that words cannot sufficiently express. One can easily lose 
themselves, drawn in by a certain contemplative, soulful, abstract energy that 
permeates through these paintings.

There are no grandiose ideas, pretentious hypotheses nor complex agendas in 
these works. Plainly put, the Tabula Rasa series embodies beauty in simplicity, 
definitive proof, perhaps, of that oft-spoken cliché, less is more.

Tabula Rasa: Beauty in Simplicity
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Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #20.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
100 x 80 cm

Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #22.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
120 x 100 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #23.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
150 x 250 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #24.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
150 x 250 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #25.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
150 x 150 cm

Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #26.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #27.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
150 x 250 cm
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Dedy Sufriadi, Tabula Rasa #29.20 (2020)
Acrylic, Marker, Oil Stick and Pencil on Canvas
150 x 150 cm
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This catalog is published in conjuction with MONOCHROME, a six-solo-in-one exhibition, 
which is a collaborative effort between Art Serpong Gallery (Indonesia) and Artemis Art 
(Malaysia), featuring three artists from each of the two galleries, from both Indonesia and 
Malaysia.

Participating in MONOCHROME are Afdhal, Ajim Juxta, Danni Febriana, Dedy Sufriadi, M. 
Yakin, and Syahbandi Samat. 

Artemis Art would like to take this opportunity to thank Pak Audi Rusli and the team at 
Art Serpong Gallery for their efforts in helping realize this exhibtion. In addition, we would 
also like to take this opportunity to express our heartfelt thanks to Pak Tom Tandio for 
officiating the exhibition.

Most importantly, thank you to the six participating artists, from the bottom of our hearts.
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